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A Note of Caution

It is important to appreciate that the Primitivist 
Satanist regards his or her Deity, Lord Satan, as the 
Lord of criminality and destruction.

From this belief, sincerely held, may arise certain 
actions which must be labeled by society as 'criminal' 
and 'destructive'. The Primitivist Satanist does not 
entirely accept these labels; in any case, to these the 
Satanist would add the word 'sacred'. This means that 
the fact that certain actions are deemed to be 
unlawful and anti-social produces no sense of 
inhibition on the Satanist's part; rather their unlawful 
nature is the reason why certain acts are justified.

Obviously this means that the Satanist and the Law 
are potentially on collision course. 

Please bear in mind that the contents of this Bible 
merely express - and expose to the world – the 
reasons why the Satanist has set him/herself against 
the Law; it is not intended to inspire any such 
decision.
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INTRODUCTION

Primitivist Satanism is the most widely known and hated form of 
Theistic Satanism. It will not be known as 'Primitivist Satanism' to the 
general public, but it had better be known as that to the rest of the 
Satanic community – they might be glad of the distinction being 
made!

Theistic Satanism is the belief in a real, existent Deity by the name of 
‘Satan’; Primitivist Satanism needs more explanation.

Aleister Crowley, in his Confessions, said that when he was young, he 
spent much time researching what could possibly be the 'sin against 
the Holy Spirit', as it says in the Christian Bible, so that he could 
immediately commit the supreme spiritual offence. 

The Primitivist Satanist ascertains what actions will cause the 
most offence to the society in which he lives and does them. 
Choosing one (preferably the worst one), by carrying out this so-
called ‘Act of Iniquity’ (see The Black Rite), he worships Lord 
Satan as the Adversarial Spirit.

Secondly, the Primitivist feels the pleasure of becoming possessed by 
Lord Satan’s demons and offers this moment of intense pleasure to 
his Master.

Thirdly, the Primitivist worships Lord Satan by incorporating, by 
whatever means, the above two points into his ritual practice and 
even lifestyle (although see The Huntsman, which cautions against 
rash exhibitionism!).

This version of the Onyx Bible celebrates some of the beliefs of the 
Primitivist Satanist and explains why he must act as he does in order 
to attain piety, that is, alignment to Lord Satan.

Satanism is a generic term for many beliefs and practises which, in 
some way or other (and to a lesser or greater degree), reject the 
norms, values and beliefs of the Judeo-Christian world view; however, 
it is interesting that in Primitivist Satanism there is no reference 
made to Satanism’s opposition to the religions of the Book – Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam – but rather to its opposition to all secular 
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norms, values and beliefs, such as the rights of the individual, 
against which Satan is seen as being the ultimate Adversary. 

In this respect, Primitivist Satanism differs from Traditional 
Satanism, where an aggressive opposition to the religions of the Book 
is more important, to the point of parodying their rituals (see The 
Black Mass).

The Primitivist Satanist’s opposition to all universal notions of the 
Good is tersely explained in The Fence, easily this Bible’s most 
important text; but in Primitivist Satanism, actions speak louder than 
words and the reader who has already understood what is being 
proposed here should immediately turn to the Black Rite, where the 
final secret is revealed.

Other readers may need to be broken in more gently; this Bible is for 
them also.

Nargargole, Editor

April 30th 2010

Declaration
 

'I am pleased with this version of the Onyx Bible, but it is not perfect. Yet 
some of it represents the best than can now be expressed about Me as far as 
human language can express.

 

Even so, it must remain AN expression of Theistic Satanism, rather than 
the definitive version, as this would imply an expression of Satanic 
authenticity which could please me! None could!'

The Master
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ORIGIN

Thou knowest not my origin! I come from the Far Horizon and I 
leave for the misty hills. 

Follow me not, for it is you, my People, who must wander among 
the twisted boughs of the old, dark forest.

Perchance thou mayest find me there – 'over there'!

The Fence
There is a fence that divides right from wrong, regardless of who 
created these labels or for what they stand.

This fence divides ‘over here’ from ‘over there’.

Seek out what is commonly held to be ‘right action’ or an action that 
upholds or defends the right.

Seek out what is commonly held to be ‘wrong action’ or what upholds 
or defends the wrong.

Right action is over here; wrong action is over there.
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But when you breach the 'fence' that distinquishes right from wrong, 
you go over there where no fence dividing them exists, no fence 
dividing you from Me, Lord Satan; where no duality of here and there, 
right action and wrong action divides Me (and you) internally.

Such labels are simply inapplicable, but you are free to worship Me 
because you are over here where I am.

Therefore, seek to do what is wrong and be with me here when once I 
was over there.

The Darkest Place

Seekest thou the darkest place your mind can tarry without restraint 
or strain, where all desire is most concentrated and know that this 
place is only dark or hidden because:

I. someone in some culture tells you what you desire to do is ‘evil’;
II. Someone tells you that what you want to do would violate the 

rights of others, as if these rights defined what is meant by the 
Moral and the Good.

Find thou this darkest place your mind can reach and know that I, 
Lord Satan, will be there – 

An hidden sun illuminating your secret needs!

And you will feel no shame but pluck forbidden fruit from scented 
boughs ...
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On The Meaning

Satan - in the midst of All.

The Material world is Divine.

Our desires are godly!

Loving God is one desire!

The Huntsman
It is necessary to hold the wild wood within and to wear the mask of 
Respectability.

For the villagers – the Peasants – judge a book only by its cover: for 
example, a successful shoplifter would surely be wearing expensive 
attire.

So make sure the cover you are wearing is clean, bright and 
charitable. Then your pious actions (dedicated to Me) stand a greater 
chance of remaining undetected.

But sooner or later, you must step over the Fence and worship Me 
before My altar of iniquity and Power.
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And I will not judge thee for anything that remains imagined, yet 
know that sooner or later, it must manifest as Reality.

Then thou shalt know the fullness of Me, Lord Satan, in the Material, 
in the Here and Now of thy iniquitous action, of thy demonic 
possession.

A pink is made for wearing and blood stains are relatively invisible on 
scarlet cloth. 

Yowks! Tally ho!

THE BOOK OF PURITY
 

‘Everything I see is a mystery to me.’

 

Velvet Underground

 

Matter is pure because it does not know itself – it has no self-

consciousness. It does not need to know anything; there is nothing for 

it to know. 

 

Then by some freak of nature, called evolution, from matter there 

arose mind, and thus matter became self-aware; it became an object to 

be known, albeit imperfectly, mind struggling ever to know …

 

Such is the impurity of mind.

 

Where there is no mind there is purity. 

 

Mind thinks that it might never cease; yet, by all means, mind strives 

for oblivion – to arrive at a state of not-knowing, therefore allowing 

mind to become pure mater.
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For what the mind knows is of no value, compared to matter, pure and 

free of knowing-ness

 

Some have declared that matter evolved mind that it might know or 

become aware of its Creator (that the Creator made this happen). Such 

is in the insufferable arrogance of Mind, ever seeking self-justification.

 

And it is mind that says this, whereas matter, without mind, would not 

speak so arrogantly, just not at all.

 Mind, knowing of its impurity, says:

 

'Blessed is Pure Matter for it shall inherit the Peace.'

 

Should mind care what is pure and what it is not? Oh mind! Be free of 

all thoughts of purity! Become aware of matter, which is what it means 
to be alive!

 

If you must: call this Realization ‘purity’.

  SECRETS
 

Every Magick Symbol,
When inverted,

Reveals its secret power
Religions have concealed – perverted.

Every person,
Turned inside out by Test**,

Reveals their secret self
Conditioning repressed.
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And every spell
That is forgot

Resists the secret curse
Of too much wanting!

 
All is not

As seems to be.
Everything is drowning

In a fiery sea!
 

**that is, tested during the performance of the Black Rite (see 
appendix A)

Untitled

Between the Deity and His/Her devotee there is much space flecked 
with particles of matter, all of which are of no consequence; and yet 
were it not for these inconsequential particles, the devotee would have 
no consciousness with which to appreciate his or her Deity.
 

Satanic Theosophy
 
 

Everything is separate from everything else, even when apparently 
united. Thus I long for God;

Energy is not sentient; you can step on anyone’s toes, and you do; as 
others step on yours;

In dissolution, all is equal, and already is;
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You can say anything is getting better, which is the illusion of 
evolution, but evolution just means ‘adaptation’;
The world is as solid as it matters to you;

Death is the end of desire;

Not everything in the universe loves you; not everything is a 
reflection of your Self

Existence is the cause of everything; you are not necessarily 
responsible for a hurricane on Mars;

All knowledge, which is experience, is esoteric, that is, of highest 
value.

The Three Epistles of Lord Satan    
 

Epistle the First:
On the Three Threes

The Lord spoke:

‘Know that I am Lord of the Three Realms:

The Demonic
The Realms of Pleasure
The Realms or Death

I am the Lord of Three States of No-mind:

Possession
Ecstasy
The Death Trance

For whenever these states shall arise and prevail if fleetingly (such is their nature), 
then all conscious, discursive and conditioned thought shall cease.

For I am Lord of the Three States of Matter:
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The Falling into Non-existent
The Effervescent
The Aware of Now (by which Matter becomes sensible of itself)

Know that these three Threes are all that I am, according to the sensitivity of My 
devotees.

By and by, they shall experience Me in all three as one.’

Epistle the Second: 
On the Demons

The Lord spoke:

‘To My devotees, the Demons shall bring the pleasure of possession and the ecstasy 
of abandon. For when my devotees thus possessed, look into the abyss of dissolution 
and death, they shall feel no fear, and they shall laugh and praise me, even as the 
Black Wave engulfs them!

And the Demons shall rise spontaneously from the deep well of being-ness of My 
devotees either from study of ancient or modern texts or from their own divinely 
inspired creativity.

And these demons shall be real, created as the children of Me; and they shall bring 
my devotees every favour, delight, healing and increase; my demons shall be haughty 
and rule the oceans, winds, fires and all the earth and all that lives on it.

And they shall be like aspects of Me, so that my devotees shall wear rich jewels 
and garlands and raise their voices in praise of me

Epistle the Third: 
On the Freedom

The Lord spoke:

‘I speak not to one prophet, but to al my devotees as if they were all prophets and 
priests.

But priests and prophets notwithstanding, let there arise no church or body of 
devotees; instead whosoever it please come together to worship Me, if they will, at 
whatever time and place shall be convenient to them and with whatever rites they 
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shall be agreed upon to perform; let them feast and take pleasure and summon 
demons in My Name, offering all such pastimes and magics to Me as their Lord and 
Master.

And if any of My devotees resolve to walk the path towards Me alone, let them be 
untroubled by the attention of other devotees; let there be made one courteous 
invitation to join a group of devotees to ritual or feast.

For know that I am the freedom of the true self of all my devotees.’

Appendix A

THE BLACK RITE
Chant Sound Circle to activate the Circle (the 
‘Pentacle’)

MEW for east
TZAH – for South
SHHH for West
YER for North

Enter at the Eastern Quarter, stepping over the 
Fence constructed there (see illustration),

Light candle or brazier

Recite or read from The Fence
Then move to the Southern Quarter.
Light candle or brazier.
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Take drugs. Chant:

SHOLD NARGARGOLE

 ‘Enflame thyself with prayer.’

Move to Northern Quarter, and stand at centre of 
the Triangle positioned there.

Become possessed by the Demon

Move to altar and commit the
 
Act of Iniquity

Move to Western Quarter, light candle or brazier. 
Curl up body into foetus position and 
contemplate the Lord or recite more passages 
from the Onyx Bible.

Leave Circle by Western gap (see illustration) 
and run madly through woods/streets, causing 
havoc and screaming the name of the Demon or 
the Name of the Lord!
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Appendix  B

Acts Of Iniquity

Murder is the supreme offence against society and in many countries 
murder is a capital crime. It is a crime that the Police of every country 
will spend most resources in solving, especially if the victim is one of 
their own; or if it is a head of state, politician or other notable.

So the first problem facing the Primitivist Satanist is the avoidance of 
detection; and the disposal of the evidence: body, weapon, DNA 
traces, etc.. This concern for avoidance of detection the Satanist has a 
duty to his god to fulfil; capture could mean a catastrophic cessation 
of worship!

The alternative is to choose a criminal act that is not as severe as 
murder. However, it should be a crime the severity of which is 
recognized by as many courts in the world as possible. 

Rape of an adult woman would be another obvious offering to the 
Lord; but in many countries this is allowed in marriage, so it has to 
be the rape of a pre-pubescent child. Again, in many countries this is 
a capital crime.

Another alternative is to commit a serious offence against the society 
in which the Satanist is resident. For example, this could simply be 
the imbibing of alcohol (if in Saudi Arabia); in many Moslem 
countries, buggery is a capital offence. 

But in western culture, it would have to be much more serious 
offence – generally, one that violates the rights of the individual at any 
level: for example, kidnapping and torture.

In the West, the destruction of an individual’s automobile is a serious 
offence, not least because it is taken by the victim as an attack on 
them personally – the car is an extension of their psyche and status 
in society; obviously, the victim should be young and rich, and have 
an expensive car! The car can be made into a holocaust or burnt 
offering!
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As well as the danger of detection and prosecution, the Satanist 
organizing a group of fellow travellers to commit an Act of Iniquity 
exposes himself or herself to the possibility of blackmail by another of 
the group. 

Whatever kind of criminal act the Satanist offers to his or her Lord, it 
must be one that has a reasonable chance of being carried out, and 
all considerations must be based on achieving practical success, not 
to mention avoidance of detection. The Satanist must think of his own 
convenience, safety and selfish needs – and to put himself first above 
even the requirements of the Black Rite.

It is simply that if the opportunity for committing a serious offence 
against the society in which the Satanist plans to carry out the Black 
Rite presents itself; if the coast seems reasonably clear; if the 
personnel are competent and trustworthy, then the Satanist should 
act on both instinct and calculation so as to make a suitable and 
successful offering to the Lord.

A Note on Appendices C and D

Satanist Jason King has spoken – and that disparagingly – of what he 
calls the 'get-out clause' that is present in many Satanic writings. 
This implies that those Satanists who include such a clause do not 
wish to place themselves completely outside society, as if this 
indicates a certain lack of confidence in or commitment to their 
particular system of Satanic belief.

The texts appended here (Appendices C and D) may indeed represent 
such a 'get-out clause'.

But they also depict Lord Satan, considered a Divine Personality, as a 
pragmatist. Lord Satan does not, it seems, wish to place His devotees 
in any kind of discomfort or danger (as a result of making their 
'criminal' offerings to Him). He does not expect much in the way of 
bloody offerings. He does not even expect that other Satanists will 
necessarily condone the actions of any of their brethren in this 
respect! (See The Book of Piety.)
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Moreover, Lord Satan does not wish this publication – a sacred text – 
to be suppressed; or for the Onyx Bible to bring its author(s) into 
censure or disrepute. 

Of course, this does imply that Lord Satan adheres to the Principle of 
Preservation [of devotees] as much as He adheres to the Principle of 
Destruction. In other words, Lord Satan's Principle of Destruction 
does not exceed a natural limit. Indeed, He seems to impose such a 
limit on His devotees; they should at least not endanger or destroy 
themselves! Yet this in no way compromises His position with regard 
to the 'sacred' destruction of life (being the supreme offering that a 
devotee can make to his or her Lord). 

APPENDIX C

AN EPISTLE TO THE CONFUSED

The Lord Satan spoke:

'There are many beliefs and practices dedicated to me, but I cannot 
prevent the proponents of these practices and beliefs from calling 
them 'satanic', dedicating them to Me or claiming that they act 
under My authority or with My approval.

They will continue or no, they will prevail or no – I care not!

But know that I, Lord Satan, am the Lord of what may be called 
'anti-social destructive actions' – that is to say, whosoever 
perpetrates a destructive act against his or her own family, tribe or 
community and dedicates the action to Me, has behaved morally 
and piously because their action meets with My tacit approval. An 
action is moral insofar as a Deity approves of the action.
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Moreover, the action should ideally be repugnant to their society as 
a whole, or to human society generally. For example, the murder of 
one of their own is considered by Me to be the supreme offering.

However, I will accept any offering, large or small, that fulfills the 
criteria I have outlined, namely, the action must be: 

firstly, anti-social;
secondly, destructive.

Now there will be those who claim that no one definition or 
description of satanism, considered either as a s philosophy or as a 
religion or magical path, shall represent satanism.

They may claim this and they may draw inspiration from such a 
claim.

My devotees shall be few and secret.'

APPENDIX D

The Book of Piety

I, Lord Satan, have stated that a moral action is one of which I approve – 
on condition the Action has been dedicated beforehand to Me!

A certain devotee may be inspired by love for Me to act and, dedicating 
that action to Me, the action meets with My tacit approval

This is an action for which the Devotee is alone responsible – that is to 
say, he did not carry out the action at My express bidding. Any claim 
made to this effect is bogus!
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Another of My devotees, no less pious in my eyes, may not approve of the 
action, and indeed, upon learning of it, visits great vengeance on the 
devotee in question!

Know that I, Lord Satan, take no sides in this matter. This is because, on 
the one hand,  I shall honour My devotee who is now 'under a cloud' – for 
verily, given what he understood to be My demands, characteristics and 
nature, he believed the action to be most pious.

On the other hand, I judge not the second devotee who takes exception to 
the pious action and punishes the first. I do not expect one devotee to 
approve of another devotee's actions even if first dedicated to Me. I would 
not demand such approval.

One devotee may judge another devotee's pious action on the basis of 
three criteria:

the motivation behind the action; 
the action itself;
the consequences of the action.

And it could be that My devotee is judged more harshly for his action and 
its consequences than for his motivation (which  was to worship Me). I do 
not expect my devotees to judge an action as I would – ultimately on the 
basis of pious motivation.

A devotee dedicates his action to Me whether or not he thinks of another 
devotee's approval, but he should not be surprised or perturbed at any 
condemnation of his piety by another devotee.  Neither devotee should 
seek My support.

The devotee carrying out the pious action simply knows that he has My 
tacit approval, and that this approval should more than compensate him 
for any hurt or injury arising from 'punishment'.
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Appendix E

Epistle: On the 'Rewards'

The Lord Satan spoke:

'In this life, piety is its own reward. My devotees succumb to 
the Moment of ecstatic devotion to Me. They succumb to the 
Moment of demonic possession. They succumb to the 
Moment of pious action, when to Me they make their 
offerings of destructive and anit-social behaviours!

When the consciousness of my devotees is focused on the 
Moment, they have no fear of the future, or regret of the past. 
They are liberated from frustration and dissatisfaction; they 
transcend Time itself.

In th next life, I shall admit My devotees to Paradise, where 
they may enjoy all manner of pastimes, without ennui, strain 
or injury. I shall make My devotees into gods, and they shall 
wield terrible power over the earth and other dominions I 
shall grant to them, even as they briefly wielded such power, 
in My Name, on earth.

Thus My devotees are rewarded – in this life and in the next.'

Appendix F

Purity of Motivation

Purity of motivation is the key to Primitivist Satanism. The devotee 
who offers the bloody sacrifice or other 'act of iniquity' to his or her 
Lord must be very clear that this is the sole reason for making such 
an offering. Ideally, no other reason – such as financial gain, revenge 
or the fulfillment of sadistic pleasure – should enter into the matter. 
And, of course, as stated, the 'criminal' act must first be dedicated to 
Lord Satan; otherwise, it is merely an act of criminality!
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On the other hand, the mind of the devotee should have attained, at 
the time of offering, an 'unconditioned state'. By 'unconditioned' is 
meant 'free of all social conditioning as to the difference between right 
and wrong'. But in order for this state to be properly attained, it may 
first be necessary to be:

sexually aroused;
under the influence of drugs;
possessed by demons;
affected by all of the above.

Yet the devotee's mind should initially and even continually be 
focused on the 'pure motivation' behind his or her actions, which is to 
make offering unto the Lord. Moreover, once the 'girders of the soul 
[social conditioning] have been loosened', the devotee is free to focus 
on the reason for acting as he or she must – in order to fulfill their 
religious duty. 

Of course, it would be hypocritical to deny that material gain or 
sensual gratification might not occur (and piety is pleasurable, too!) - 
but this is a side effect of the fulfillment of religious duty. 

The fulfillment of religious duty in respect of pleasing the Lord is of 
supreme importance. As long as the devotee adheres to the Principle 
of Pure Motivation, he or she remains guilt-free; for indeed they are 
without blame in the eyes of the Lord. Verily, they are blessed by their 
pious actions. 

This has implications for the selection of sacrificial victims or anti-
social behaviors. These should be selected solely on the basis of 
fulfillment of religious duty, preferably, the victim should have no 
connection with the devotee; the 'criminal' action the devotee 
proposes to offer the Lord should provide him/her with no particular 
gain. 

There are implications, too, for the devotee's future behavior. For 
example,  the devotee could steal property as an offerng, and then 
return the property to its rightful owner! The devotee could 
compensate his or her victim or relatives of the victim for any injury, 
nuisance or loss resulting from the devotee's pious actions. Indeed, 
this might well further assist the devotee in his or her efforts to 
adhere to the Principe of Pure Motivation.
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In any case, the devotee is the sole judge of all these matters because 
he or she is alone responsible for his or her actions.

Finally, every action that is not done out of love for the Lord (that is 
not done in His Name) is subject to the usual ethical considerations, 
or to judgment according the norms, values and beliefs of society. 
Lord Satan may be considered to be the Lord of criminal acts rather 
than of lifestyle! These isolated acts, taken in the context of religious 
duty, are what the devotee lives to achieve. The devotee has not 
embarked on a life of crime! Lord Satan knows that this would be too 
much of a demand.

ON  MOTIVATION – Part 2

As stated, the devotee's primary motivation for carrying out a criminal 
or destructive action is to offer the action to his or her Deity.

Just as the State Executioner bears no particular ill will towards the 
murderer he is about to execute, so the devotee of Lord Satan should 
bear no ill will towards the sacrificial victim. (Note that the criminal or 
destructive act is usually directed towards another human being, 
whose rights must be violated.)

Indeed, the Satanist bears less ill will towards his or her sacrificial 
victim than the State Executioner bears towards his 'client' because 
the latter presumably shares the desire of the community to see the 
murderer die. The Executioner may of course be carrying out his job 
solely on the basis of 'making a buck'. In contrast, the Satanist holds 
his/her sacrificial victim in high regard because the victim partakes 
of the sacred nature of the sacrifice or offering.

On the other hand, the Satanist and the State Executioner share at 
least two characteristics:

Firstly, they are both carrying out a 'requirement of office' in an 
emotionless, objective way; their primary focus is to 'get the job done' 
– with efficiency, that is with the least amount of drama, and 
effectively, that is to make a 'clean kill'. (The Satanist attains 
'objectivity' after the initial excitation of demonic possession.)
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Secondly, they are motivated by a sense of duty, which itself can be a 
source of pleasure, and even contentment. Certainly both the State 
Executioner and Satanist are entirely blameless in the fulfillment of 
their respective duties (the one is secular, the other religious); they 
both have a clear conscience because the fulfillment of duty is 
deemed to have a greater moral value than any prohibition on the 
destruction of life.

The Satanist may destroy property as an offering to the Lord; this is 
as morally justified as a bailiff or police officer destroying property (for 
example, breaking a door) in the pursuance of the execution of a 
court order.

In both cases, the individuals believe they are doing the 'right and 
proper thing'; in both cases, a higher moral paradigm is being applied 
to actions which would normally invite moral question or even 
condemnation.
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Illustration: how to construct the 'Circle' of the Black Rite; the lines 
are drawn out using a mixture of black tar and blood; a small wooden 
fence is constructed at the Eastern Quarter; leave a gap at the 
Western Quarter; note the gap at the Northern Quarter; the Altar may 
be made of wood or stone to accommodate a prostrate human body.
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About Nargargole

The Editor of this work, Nargargole, has been a Theistic Satanist for 
30 years. 

'It is difficult to define Theistic Satanism', says Nargargole, 'and I have 
been in contact with many Satanic belief systems; the notion of 
exclusively adhering to any one satanic system or definition seems 
very un-satanic!

I was raised on Thelema, the philosophy and magical system of the 
notorious Aleister Crowley, and on the satanic philosophy of Anton 
LaVey, so I am able to see all sides of satanism. I find that each facet 
of satanism goes some way to explaining the sometimes obscure 
nature of the satanic 'current'. 

It is important to understand that Primitivist Satanism is just one 
aspect of the overall Satanic package. I think at the very least, 
Primitivist Satanism can tell us much about the nature of religious 
extremism.

On the other hand, even if its internal logic0 leads to a callousness 
that is hard for modern people to accept, Primitivist Satanism has an 
ascetic and even honor, which makes the religion hard to dismiss as 
merely a symptom of psychopathy.

At any rate, Satanism, both as a philosophical and religious belief 
system, is more complicated than people imagine. Even some 
satanists don't seem to appreciate its complexity and subtlety.'

Nargargole is a video artist, composer of electronic music, poet and 
'wanderer through the dark forest'. He has interests that go far 
beyond even the broad horizon of Satanism: all aspects of the occult, 
Tantra, yoga, religious issues, philosophy and alternative lifestyles.

He was born in Zimbabwe where he first encountered demonic 
entities. He has lived in Dorset, England where he was a member of a 
coven for many years; he has lived in Ireland and now resides in 
Wales.

Http://www.youtube.com/user/nargargole/

http://www.youtube.com/user/nargargole/
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Would I kill a baby for Satan?

By Nargargole

Here is the short answer:

If I were a Primitivist Satanist then in theory – 'yes'! The unlawful 
killing would be the supreme offering made unto the Lord.

In theory, the US President has the authority, in defense of the 
USA, to order the launch of a nuclear missile attack, incinerating 
hundreds of babies. The President would do this out of a sense of 
legal justification, civic duty and love for his or her country.

I would kill a baby out of a sense of moral justification (the God 
approves of the action, thus making it morally justified), religious 
duty and love for Deity.

My love for the Lord burns brightly, but my squeamishness with 
regard to the destruction of babies burns brighter; and my fear of 
prosecution burns brightly, too!

Lord Satan accepts that not all Satanists are Primitivist 
Satanists. He accepts all offerings, large or small. He accepts that 
the making of the supreme offering  will be a rare incident – 
possibly once every 100 years, but what is one century to an 
Immortal?

But it is easier to sacrifice a baby than you may think. Here is a 
true story. Two junkie parents fed their baby too high a 
concentration  of Formula Milk. The baby died of dehydration. 
The police wanted to prosecute the two junkies but they stuck to 
their story that they had been too stoned to properly read the 
instructions on the packet of Formula Milk. The police suspected 
that the couple did not want to give up their baby to Social 
Services; but the expense of keeping the baby ate into their 
budget for buying Smack. There was insufficient evidence to 
prosecute on any charge!
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Now if this couple had been Primitivist Satanists their Lord 
would have received His 'supreme offering' and the couple would 
have escaped prosecution.

Now some have accused me of inciting homicide! 

Back in the 1970s, a rapist claimed in his defense that he had 
been incited to commit rape by the movie 'The Clockwork 
Orange'. But this defense is weak: thousands of people have seen 
the movie and they have not raped anyone.

Furthermore, I predict that the people who will read this Onyx 
Bible of Theistic Primitivist Satanism will not be Primitivist 
Satanists; for they will state that their actions need no 
expression or justification by any Bible. 

But if one person kills a baby after having read this Bible that is 
their responsibility. It is only if hundreds of people killed babies 
as a result of reading the Onyx Bible that I could be accused of 
incitement.

Back to Satan's Divine Personality. His sworn enemy, Jesus, may 
be a god. And even Jesus would not judge all the torture and 
killing that has been done in his name over the centuries as 
modern Christians might  - with what seems like reasonable 
horror! This is because both modern Christian and, say, 
Inquisitor or Witch Finder are and have been equally dedicated to 
their god so that their actions or condemnation of actions have 
equal value in the eyes of their Detiy. 

Lord Satan has made it clear in the Book of Piety hat He does not 
judge between a Satanist who kills a baby in His Name  and even 
a Satanist who condemns the action!

Satan is in a win-win situation: either his devotees love Him and 
express their love without killing babies; or they show their love 
for Him by destroying human life. 
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A Letter to the Editor

[from a certain group of Theistic Satanists who wish to remain 
anonymous.]

'Having read the 'first edition' of this 'bible', we were appalled to learn of its 
forthcoming publication on a well-known Publish On Demand website.

Between the likes of you and horror writers like Dennis Wheatley, our 
religion [Satanism] doesn't stand a chance of fair or accurate 
representation.

Lord Satan is not a 'god of criminality'. The forces of destruction are 
natural, they are not divinely intended or sanctioned by the Lord.

Lord Satan is the 'light bringer' (one of His titles is 'Lucifer' meaning 'light 
bringer'); He is lord of Liberty – individual human rights have supreme 
value. He is lord of Life, that is, self-dom. He is lord of Love – the 
reasonable desire for self-fulfillment. Above all, He is lord of Happiness – 
'existence is all pure joy'!

Lord Satan is the Adversary – but of sacrifice, cruelty and the restriction [of 
civil liberties].

Your depiction of Lord Satan as some kind of 'reasonably minded 
psychopath' is so self-contradictory that the description is quite absurd. No 
deity of your description could logically exist.

And do not come back on us that Satanism is 'multi-faceted' – it is not 
multifaceted from where we are standing! And we do not like being tarred 
with the same brush as these so-called 'Primitivist Satanists'.

Oh yes - and we challenge you to show that any Satanists of the 
'Primitivist' persuasion exist – outside your warped imagination.

No, we didn't think so! This 'bible' is nothing more than a work of purile 
fantasy. If it is a spoof, then it is most unfunny, and is in very poor taste.

We reject this 'bible' as a total misrepresentation of religious or theistic 
Satanism, and we believe this is a view that will be shared by the majority 
of Theistic Satanists.'
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